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Introduction

Marjelim is a fan language created for the city of Marielda featured in the
tabletop gaming podcast Friends at the Table. Marielda is part of a larger
region called Hieron which is the focus of the main campaign in the series. The
history of Marielda was developed on-air through a collaborative storytelling
game called The Quiet Year 1 . After The Quiet Year, there is a time jump of
15 years and the main storyline follows a band of clandestine knowledge brokers
called The Six during several heists played through a game called Blades in the
Dark 2 .
Marjelim is spoken chiefly on the island of Marielda with some speakers in
bordering areas before the region was split from mainland Hieron. At the time
of the Blades in the Dark campaign there are roughly 2 million speakers in the
city and the surrounding area.

1.1

Hieronic Language Family

Marjelim belongs to the Hieronic language family that extends across human
languages in Hieron. Because of Marielda’s relative isolation, it has preserved
more features of Proto-Hieronic than the languages of Western Hieron like Velasian and Ordennan. The closest sister language to Marjelim is Cobbin, also
in the Eastern branch of the Hieronic language family, which is spoken on parts
of the island.
Because of the city’s multicultural nature, there has been a significant amount
of borrowing from South-Eastern Elvish and Cobbin. Many archaic and industrial words are borrowed from Cobbin, whereas many culinary and commercial
words are borrowed from Elvish at various points in the culture’s history.

1.2

History

Marielda rests in a war-torn region of Hieron where their king-god Samothes
is locked in a battle with a neighboring god, Samot. To protect the people
1 http://buriedwithoutceremony.com/the-quiet-year/
2 https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2080350433/blades-in-the-dark
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in the city from the war, Samothes physically moved the city into the ocean,
separating it from the conflict. He then returned to live in the volcano near
Marielda keeping the development of the city at arms length but still under
close inspection.
The culture of Marielda long predates the separation of the city from the
mainland, but because the event was so cataclysmic, formal records of life before
the war with Samot are often incomplete. Because the time immediately before
and after the separation is still in Marielda’s living memory, the time following
the event (a period of rebuilding colloquially known as The Quiet Year) is better
documented. The separation from the continent did not cause a significant shift
in the grammar of Marjelim as a language, but the vocabulary rapidly changed
during this time due to closer contact with other cultures.
As a consequence of the shifting of the city, the ocean surrounding the island
is now a mix of water and lava and is extremely hot and hard to cross. The
people of Marielda have since developed boats to cross the volcanic ocean, but
because of the chaotic nature of the region and the relative difficulty in accessing
it, the city is now isolated from the rest of Hieron.
Despite this isolation, the population of Marielda is made up of a few distinct
groups. At the time of the separation, the city was mostly occupied by humans.
After a short amount of time a group of lizard-like people called Cobbins came
from the out of the ocean and settled in the eastern part of the island, now
Emberboro. Cobbins speak a somewhat older Hieronic language in the same
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Figure 2: Map of Hieron, from http://www.friendsatthetable.net
subgroup as Marjelim. A group of Elves to the west that used to be trading
partners crossed into Marielda and settled in what is now Quince Parish. The
form of elvish spoken by these settlers belongs to the Eastern Elvish language
family and is not mutually intelligible with Hieronic languages. Some time after
the separation, creatures called Weavers started emerging from the forest to
the southwest. The details are currently unknown, but the trees in the forest
have some magical properties that can produce these creatures. They emerge
speaking native Marjelim. These groups all live in relative harmony in Marielda,
but there are some existing tensions and prejudices between groups.

1.3

Culture

Samothes as a ruler is incredibly controlling about what the people of the city
do and do not have access to. In the years following the separation he became
more tyrannical, preferring to take care of things himself than allowing citizens
to innovate. As such, knowledge is a resource that is under tight restriction in
Marielda. Libraries were destroyed by agents of Samothes, the university is under surveillance at all times, and there is an organized branch of law enforcement
specific to the suppression of information. This has interesting implications for
the language of the city. There is a strong underground culture of scholarship
but the overall literacy rate is not high among lower classes and younger people.
There is some dialectal variation between various economic classes not covered
in the scope of this grammar.
Despite a culture that discourages invention and innovation by its own people, Marielda does have a thriving industrial sector. The factories in Iris Parish
essentially appeared overnight, willed into existence by Samothes. Because
Marielda is a relatively small island and the factories are integrated with the
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rest of the city, industry is an important part of the culture, even for those not
involved directly in production. Factories and trains are seen as an emblem
of pride, and industrial terms have a mostly positive connotation, especially
in relation to Samothes himself. Religious language makes use of industrial
metaphors and the language of worship is very technical.
Contrasting the cultural importance of industry, the significance of flowers is
also a core tenant of Marielid culture. It’s nicknamed ‘the language of flowers’
in other parts of Hieron and makes liberal use of floral metaphors, particularly
in upper-class speech. This theme is reflected in the geography (the names of
the districts, several businesses and groups) of Marielda which also informs the
connotation these types of flowers have.
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Abbreviations

All pronunciation in IPA will be surrounded by square brackets. Otherwise,
romanized forms will be in italics and glossed words in single quotes. Longer
phrases and grammaticality judgements will be in glossed plain text.
When annotating examples, morpheme boundaries are separated by a hyphen, and morphological information not explicitly expressed through a separate
morhpeme is separated by a period.
Word-level stress is represented in the IPA transcription of a word by a
superscript vertical stroke, as is standard in IPA. Syllable boundaries are marked
with a period in the IPA forms of words.
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1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl
3sg
3pl
-acc
aftercountcompr
detdiv-elat
farfirsthyp-illat
-imperf
impert-loc
moreneg
-nom
-perf
-pers
-pl
possprt
reflex
-sg
-suff
-term

1st person singular
1st person plural
2nd person singular
2nd person plural
3rd person singular
3rd person plural
accusative case
near past
count
comparative
determiner
divinity
elative case
aspect intensifier
prototypical
hypothetical
illative case
imperfective aspect
imperative
locative case
comparative morpheme
negation
nominative case
perfective aspect
personification
plural
possessive
particle
reflexive
singular
suffix
terminal suffix

the speaker
the speaker and included other entities
the adressee
the addressee and included other entities
a non-speaker, non-addressee referent
multiple non-speaker, non-addressee referents
noun is the object of a transitive verb
establishes action in the near past
prefix is either ma- ‘first’ or ref- ‘all’
comparative particle
prefix denoting definiteness of the noun
honorific used for nouns related to the church
movement out of [x]
creates temporal distance between the present aspect and the action
prefix to mean ‘most’ or ‘first’
speaker is imagining a situation where the statement would be true
movement into [x]
action of the verb is ongoing or incomplete
verb is used as a command or suggestion
in the location of the noun
the comparative morpheme plı́particle that negates a verb
noun is the subject of a transitive or intransitive verb
action of the verb is complete
attaches to nouns or verbs to mean ‘person who [x]’
part of speech is plural
noun is the possessor in a phrase
a particle
noun is reflexive
part of speech is singular
generic category of derivational suffixes
generic category for a terminal case-marking suffix
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Romanization and Phonetics
a
aw
b
č
d
e
ew
f
g
i
ı́
ı́w
j
k
l
m
p
r
s
š
t
v
w
z

A, @
6
b
tS
d
E, @
œ
f
G
i
I
Y
j
k
l
m
p
ô
s
S
t
v
w
z

avejid [A.vEj.id] ‘weaver’, palzjeve [p@l.zjE.vE] ‘school’
awbri [6.bri] ‘aubrey’
merbal [mEô.bAl] ‘body’
čajkla [tSAj.klA] ‘volcano’
ramfevid [ô@m.fE.vid] ‘traitor’
ergwi [Eô.Gwi] ‘gold piece’, čelva [tS@l.vA] ‘table’
frew [frœ] ‘direction’
jefmel [jEf.mEl] ‘flower’
ı́mgela [Im.GE.lA] ‘chrysanthemum’
vervi [v@ô.vi] ‘thought’
vrı́ker [vôI.kEô] ‘water’
mı́wira [mY.i.ôA] ‘to walk’
jemwi [jE.mwi] ‘thing’
kı́meth [kI.mE.T@] ‘cup’
lesthli [lEs.Tli] ‘soup’
malzim [mAl.zim] ‘alliance’
rapšej [r@p.SEj] ‘traincar’
rı́me [ôI.mE] ‘word’
sezı́vid [sE.zIv.id] ‘student’
šese [SE.sE] ‘elf’
teršae [tEô.SAE] ‘tomorrow’
trı́terva [tôI.t@r.vA] ‘danger’
wı́šale [wI.SA.lE] ‘friend’
zaiva [zAi.vA] ‘lance’

Non-native words are often transliterated in texts. Many marjelid know how
to read and write, but literature and longform written Marjelim is heavily discouraged from being mass produced and distributed, meaning only underground
circles and the highly educated have access to such texts. This leads to a lack
of common consensus for the spelling of uncommon and foreign words. For
example, the god Samot, is always transliterated as Samad to conform to the
Marjelim pronunciation, regardless of spelling from the language of origin.
This text will describe the pronunciation for the ‘neutral’ dialect of Marjelim
spoken by humans throughout most of the parishes. Influence from Cobbin and
Elvish has permeated the dialects in Quince Parish and Emberboro, causing
slight differences in pronunciation from groups that identify strongly with those
backgrounds.
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Prosody

In general, word stress falls on the final syllable of a word, which includes most
suffixing morphology. This pattern of stress also effects many of the phonological
alternations in word pronunciation. There are suffixes that are exempt from this
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pattern and are never stressed, such as the plural -jA and the accusative -Z@. An
example is shown below with the noun kačam ‘magic’.
noun.nom
[k@.tSAm"]

noun-pl
[k@.tSAm".jA]

noun-acc
[k@.tSAm".Z@]

noun-acc.pl
[k@.tSA.mE.djA"]

noun-loc
[k@.tSAm.dA"]

This pattern of stress in unmarked in the orthography but understood by
speakers to be a difference in weight between ‘heavy’ suffixes and ‘lighter’ ones.
A stronger word-final stress is placed on the final word of what can roughly
be interpreted as a syntactic constituent. In longer noun phrases and clauses,
this extra stress signals the end of that thought.
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Phonology

This word-final stress pattern can be seen in several phonological alternations.
In general, vowels are relaxed when not in a stressed syllable. The only alternation not represented in orthography is with @. Whether an ‘e’ or an ‘a’ is
pronounced as a full vowel or a schwa can be ambiguous if the vowel is not in
the final syllable. Non-native speakers must become familiar the extent of stress
on non-final syllables through exposure, though as a general rule, the farther
the syllable is from the final syllable the greater chance that the vowel has been
reduced to a schwa. Below are examples of reduction in each type of vowel.
ergwi ‘gold piece’
fjaz ‘suggestion’
ı́mgela ‘chrysanthemum’

noun.nom
[Eô.Gwi"]
[fjAz"]
[Im.GE.lA"]

ergwı́da
fjazda
ı́mgelada

noun-loc
[Eô.GwI.dA"]
[fj@z.dA"]
[Im.G@.lA.dA"]

The reduction of ‘i’ to ‘ı́’ occurs everywhere except when part of a diphthong.
Words like zaiva ‘lance’ and maisaba ‘first tower’ retain an unreduced /a/ and
unreduced /i/ as part of the the diphthong.
Prealveolar stops experience devoicing in a similar pattern. If a stop occurs
in the final syllable, in either an onset or a coda, the stop will be voiced. If
through suffixation this syllable is no longer word-final (excluding the ‘light’
suffixes mentioned above) these stops will no longer be voiced.

avejid ‘weaver’
sı́lbir ‘street (title)’
lada ‘battle’

noun.nom
[A.vEj.id"]
[sIl.biô"]
[l@.dA"]

avejı́tvel
sı́lpı́rvel
latavel

noun-elat
[@.vEj.It.vEl"]
[sIl.pIô.vEl"]
[l@.tA.vEl"]

This rule is ignored when a rhotic consonant precedes the stop. These stops
are voiced following a rhotic, regardless of which syllable it occurs in.
merbal ‘body’
prdeg ‘piston’

noun.nom
[mEô.bAl"]
[pr.dEG"]

merbalvel
prdegvel
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noun-elat
[mEô.bAl.vEl"]
[pr.dEG.vEl"]

Postalveolar stops are not in strict contrast the way prealveolar stops are.
/k/ and /g/ can occur as an onset to any syllable in a word, but if the word-final
syllable’s onset is a /k/ in its uninflected form, when adding suffixes that cause
it to no longer be stressed, the /k/ is relaxed to a /g/. An example is shown
below with the noun vrı́ker ‘water’.
noun.nom
[vôI.kEr"]

noun-pl
[vôI.kEr".jA]

noun-acc
[vôI.kEr".Z@]

noun-elat
[vôI.GEr.vEl"]

noun-loc
[vôI.GEr.dA"]

Word-final /k/’s are pronounced as /g/ in the same way that prealveolar
stops are voiced when they are word-final codas.
Certain fricatives (/s, th, z, ž/) cannot occur in word-final positions, and
are pronounced with an added ‘light’ syllable in the word-final position. This
schwa disappears if any suffixes are added. This epenthesis is not reflected in
the morphology and is recognizable as a hallmark of the Marjelim accent when
speaking other languages in Hieron.
arwis ‘trade’
kı́meth ‘cup’
tı́sez ‘book’
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noun.nom
[@ô.wis".@]
[kI.mET".@]
[tI.sEz".@]

arwı́svel
kı́methvel
tı́sezvel

noun-elat
[@ô.wIs.vEl"]
[kI.mET.vEl"]
[tI.sEz.vEl"]

Nouns

Marjelim nouns are minimally made of the root form and zero or more affixes of
typically one to two syllables that modify the grammatical category or meaning
of the root. The root form of a noun is used for indefinite, nominative, singular
nouns. Dictionary forms are typically uninflected roots, as affixes are generally
regular to apply.
Affixes only affect the root form if one of the morphological changes described
in section 5 is applicable, such as vowel relaxation or devoicing.
Maximal morphological inflection would be constructed using this pattern
DIV+POSS+DET+COUNT+ROOT+PERS+SUFF+TERM
Modern Marjelim rarely produces noun compounds. If compounding occurs it
is generally hyphenated.
Nouns do not have grammatical gender. There is an archaic form of noun
categorization that specifies animate from inanimate nouns. With the rise of the
commonplace supernatural in Marjelid society, the lines between strict animacy
and inanimacy are much less clear and has therefore largely fallen out of use
except in certain circumstances.

6.1

Definiteness

Indefinite nouns are unmarked in Marjelim, the root form of a noun can be used
as the indefinite. For definite nouns, there are two prefixes ves- and vı́z- that
indicate different types of definiteness.
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When a speaker wants to specify that a noun is connected to the same noun
mentioned at a previous point in the discourse, one can use the prefix ves- on
the head noun.
tı́sez
vestı́sez

‘a book’
‘the book that i mentioned before’

When referring to a unique noun or a noun that is understood to be unique
between the speakers in the conversation, the prefix vı́z- is attached to the head
noun. This is often used in names of organizations, titles, and terms of respect.
čajkla
vı́zčajkla

‘a volcano’
‘the volcano (all participants know the one)’

Many factions and businesses use vı́z- in their names, such as vı́zaiva ki ı́rgela
‘The Golden Lance’ and vı́zı́talevsle ki maelgwim ‘The church of Maelgwin’.
Likewise, the church of Samothes uses many names for various gods and most
use this prefix as a sign of respect or awe such as rı́fese vı́zramfevid ‘The BoyTraitor (Samot)’ and zelse vı́zthečerje ‘The Artificer Divine (Samothes)’.
Indefiniteness is used as a default when neither form of definiteness applies,
and can be used when the speaker doesn’t expect or doesn’t care that the listener
knows exactly what they’re referring to, or doesn’t know themselves.
As a holdover from a previous distinction of noun classes based on animacy,
sometimes the articles ča and dwi are used to introduce a noun phrase that
is unusual in its animacy. The article for an animate object that becomes
inanimate (dies) is ča as in ča merbal ‘a (dead) body’. This can be used with
people’s names if you want to be rude. For an inanimate object that becomes
animate (a ghost or some enchanted item) you would use dwi, as in dwi tı́sez
‘an (enchanted) book’. These can be used in conjunction with the definiteness
morphemes ves- and vı́z- but remain directly before the head noun even when
used with an adjective.

6.2

Noun Case

Marjelim nouns can be inflected with one of five casemarking suffixes. The
nominative case marks the agent of a verb and is marked with a zero morpheme.
Nominative case is also the default dictionary entry for nouns in Marjelim.
The accusative case marks the patient or direct object of a transitive verb.
In Marjelim the accusative marker -ž (when singular) or -edja (when plural) is
added to the end of the head word in the noun phrase that is acted upon. Certain
verbs also allow an accusative noun without the presence of a nominative noun
when the agent is more like the experiencer than the patient, such as mwejem
rivž ‘i will get sick’.
Certain obliques that establish setting and movement are not put in accusative and instead use one of three locative forms. The suffix -da can be used
to pinpoint the specific location of a noun, and can also be colloquially used to
mean ‘on top of’ as in čelvada ‘on the table’. The zone of what is acceptable
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for -da is generally small, as it’s used to denote a precise location. Sačaevda ‘at
the landmark’ means you would likely be close enough to reach out and touch
the landmark. Broader locations like ‘in Marielda’ or ‘in Hieron’ would require
the use of the postposition ved.
For movement in or out of an object marjelim nouns use the elative and
illative suffixes -vel and -va. While locative nouns typically get moved to the
beginning of a sentence, elative and illative nouns follow the subject as accusative nouns do.

6.3

Number

Marjelim has three forms of number: A singular form, a plural form, and an
uncountable plural used for large quantities. The singular form is unmarked,
the plural uses a suffix -ja and the uncountable plural uses the suffix -jai.
noun.nom
tı́sez ‘book’
thej ‘ability’

noun.nom-pl
tı́sezja ‘books’
theja ‘abilities’

Speakers are not entirely able to determine what constitutes a ‘large quantity’, the use of the uncountable plural is used mainly for mass nouns like
wı́kaejai ‘rice’ or when there is an unusally large group, mraejai ‘a crowd of
people’. When applied to pronouns, the uncountable plural is in the middle of
an observable shift from inclusiveness to alienation. See section 7 for details.
Numerals are unique for zero to nine and follow a regular pattern of concatenation past ten. As an example, lad is ‘five’, mašezka is ‘ten’, mašezkalad is
‘fifteen’, ı́šezlad is ‘twenty-five’ and so on. One hundred is majir with the suffix
-jir added to a number for the following hundreds places. The conjunction il is
added after every hundreds place. For example ijir il mı́pišezmel is ‘two hundred seventy-six’. The word ra ‘one’ can be used as a demonstrative pronoun
in younger speakers.
Counting nouns works like an adjectival phrase
ra tı́sez
one book
i
tı́sezja
two book-pl
rjed tı́sezja
three book-pl
Ordinal numbers are fairly regular with the exception of ‘first’, which is
expressed in the prefix ma-. Numbers after one are expressed with a ki construction that is ‘noun ki number’.
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vı́zmatı́sez
def-first-book
the first book
tı́sezja ki rjed
book-pl of three
the third book
Pluralizing the noun as well as the number generalizes the count to have a
meaning closer to ‘some three books’
tı́sezja ki rjedja
book-pl of three-pl
three of the books
This also generalizes to the less specific tı́sezja ki mrsi which means ‘some
books’.

6.4

Possession

When expressed as a morpheme, possession in Marjelim primarily refers to
ownership. This type of possession is constructed by adding a prefix a- to the
possessor. Unlike most affixes, the possessive a- does not assimilate if added
to a word that starts with /a/. Since the morpheme unambiguously changes
the meaning of the noun phrase, if a word starts with /a/ the prefix is still
added to the beginning of the word, forming a long /a/. This is expressed in
the pronunciation as well as the orthography.
avejid, ‘weaver’
arwı́sid ‘trader’

noun.nom
[@.vEj.id"]
[@ô.wI.sid"]

aavejid ‘weaver’s’
aarwı́sid

poss-noun.nom
[A@.vEj.id"]
[A@ô.wI.sid"]

The possessor precedes the thing that is possessed. If the noun phrase occurs
in the accusative, the accusative suffix is added to the noun that is possessed.
ašese
tı́sez
poss-elf book
an elf’s book
lı́sem
riv
avı́šese
tı́sež
see-imperf.sg 1sg.nom poss-def-elf book-acc
I see the elf’s book
A part-whole relationship is expressed in the same construction as ordinality,
where it’s roughly ‘whole ki part’. Kinship is considered a part-whole relationship.
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šese ki
merbal
elf of body
an elf’s body
šese ki
abem
elf of father
an elf’s father
Many locations are also named with a part-whole possessive relationship.
Each of the parish names can be analyzed as a part-whole relationship. For
example, Orchid Parish is literally translated as ‘a district of orchids’. For
locations like vı́zpalzjeve ki ravlı́ri ‘Memoriam College’, ravlı́ri is not an actual
noun in Marjelim but the structure allows it to be interpreted as a name of the
school regardless.
gjaval
ki satharjeza
district of orchid
Orchid Parish

6.5

Gnomic Forms

Adding the suffix -sle to the end of a noun, adjective, or verb root creates a
noun that means ‘the concept of [x]’ or ‘the institution of [x]’ and can also be
used for generic statements.
fı́glem
marjelitsle
šemjaž
eat-imperf.sg marielda-pers-gen fruits-acc
people in marielda eat fruit
vı́zmalzim
ki avejı́tsle
def-alliance of weaver-gen
The Weaver Union
zelı́talevsle
ki samı́thiz
div-church-gen of samothes
The Church of Samothes
When used with nouns this is a versatile morpheme. The example vı́zmalzim
ki avejı́tsle can be interpreted as ‘the alliance of weaverkind’. In zelı́talevsle ki
samı́thiz it makes the word ‘ı́talev’ ‘a church’ more like ‘the institution of the
church’. People in Iris Parish are often called thebejsle ‘iris-kind’, residents of
Violet Parish mı́ršı́jeisle ‘violet-kind’ and so on.
When used with adjectives -sle nominalizes the adjective.
zwedi, ‘happy’
čepega, ‘frustrating’
gı́le, ‘quiet’

zwetı́sle, ‘happiness’
čepegasle, ‘frustration’
gı́lesle, ‘silence’

This is occasionally used with verb stems in the same way
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atamaira, ‘to confront’
ramfevira, ‘to betray’

6.6

atamasle, ‘a confrontation’
ramfevı́sle ‘a betrayal’

Divinity

As a sign of respect, the church of Samothes often prefixes zel- to terms related
to gods and the church. In principle, this could be added to any noun, but is
usually confined to high-status religious figures and certain artifacts made by or
related to Samothes like zelı́talevsle ‘the church’, zelabema ‘The Father’. This
morpheme is always first in the construction of a word.
Comparatively, as a sign of respect to the hieronic names of gods in the pantheon (Samot, Samothes, Samol, Samonta, and Samaantine) Marjelim avoids
starting any words with sam-. Archaic words that have evolved to sound similar
have fallen out of Marjelim through lack of use. This trait isn’t shared across
hieronic languages but remains in Marjelim, perhaps through their geographic
proximity to Samothes himself.

6.7

Other Derivations

Occasionally, when wanting to create a new verb to account for a gap in the
lexicon, speakers can add the infinitive suffix -ira to a noun to create a verb form,
and conjugate it as a regular verb. This famously happened when zagel which
was historically ‘a knot’ was adopted for Samothes’ process of reconfiguration
into the verb zagelira and now in it’s noun form refers only to that process.
Similarly, some nouns can be used as adjectives by adding -a as a suffix. For
example abema ‘father-like’, and kı́gema ‘architectural’.
Verb stems and adjectives can be personified by adding the suffix -id meaning
‘person who [x]’. People who live in Marielda are referred to as marjelid, a person
who trades (arwı́sira) is an arwı́sid and so on.
If referring to the lanugage of a city or region speakers use the suffix -im.
Marjelim obviously has this suffix, it is also used in velasim for the language of
Velas or šesim for the native language of the elves in Quince Parish.
Adding the suffix -s to a number indicates that it is a number of hours. ras
is ‘one hour’, is for ‘two hours’, and so on.
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Pronouns

Pronouns are similar to nouns in that their uninflected root can be used as the
nominative, singular form, and inflection follows the same pattern as with regular nouns. Therefore, there are minimally three personal pronouns in Marjelim,
riv, čwe, and saj which decribe the subject of the sentence in relation to the
speaker. Root forms, plural forms, and accusative forms for these pronouns are
shown below.
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl
3sg
3pl
nom riv
rivja
čwe
čweja
saj
saja
acc rivž rivedja čwež čwedja sajz sedja
13

Notably, 3rd person personal pronouns are gender neutral. If ambiguous,
speakers generally use another descriptor or the person’s name to disambiguate.
The uncountable plural can also be applied to personal pronouns to produce
rivjai, čwejai, and sajai. In older speakers this has the intent of being inclusive
and comforting. It’s common for politicians to use these uncountable terms
in an attempt to unite the people of Marielda. Younger speakers find these
pronouns to be alienating, especially with the current economic disparity in the
city. Younger speakers particularly use sajai and čwejai as a means of creating
emotional distance, and occasionally animosity.
Possessive pronouns can be formed by adding the same possessive prefix
a- to a pronoun to form ariv, ačwe, and asaj. Again, these can be used for
a relationship of ownership between the possessor and the possessed noun, ki
constructions are used for part-whole relations.
Reflexive pronouns are formed by adding a suffix -mir to the root form of
the personal pronoun. Usage is demonstrated in section 12.5

7.1

Interrogative Pronouns

Interrogative pronouns are detailed below.
who
šik

who-acc
šikž

what
šiv

what-acc
šivž

where
čal

when
šej

why
šasel

how
swim

In questions, interrogative pronouns occur in the place of the information desired
by the question asker. This means that some interrogative pronouns behave
more like adverbs (swim, čal, šej ) and some more like nouns (šik, šiv ). Nounlike pronouns would be marked for case in the same way that the noun in context
would. See section 13.5 for details and examples.

8

Obliques

Obliques that are not covered by elative, illative, locative case, or a ki construction are denoted with postpositions.
čelva ger
čelva tele
čelva kis
čelva vlave
čelva li
čelva kers
čelva ris
čelva ram
čelva šal

‘between a table (and something)’
‘behind a table’
‘in front of a table’
‘under a table’
‘above a table’
‘away from a table’
‘towards a table’
‘across a table, alongside a table’
‘with a table (as an instrument)’

The postposition ved is also used for imprecise locations like marielda ved
‘in marielda’. For expressions of time there is a postposition vle to mean during
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avı́zamad ladaja ki ı́sim vle ‘during final battles of the war (lit. during the war’s
thousandth battle)’.
The postpositions ris and kers are commonly used to mark an indirect object
of a phrase. In general, which postposition to use depends on the movement
of the noun with relation to the speaker. When the speaker is moving away
from the object they would use kers, and when moving towards the object they
use ris. This can also be used for transactions, where the thing you receive is
considered to be moving towards you. Arwı́sla riv tı́sezž mašezka ergwiedja ris
means that you are selling a book and receiving 10 dollars, arwı́sla riv mašezka
ergwiedja tı́sezž ris means you are giving away 10 dollars and receiving a book.
When used in this way the oblique occurs after the direct object. When
used to establish movement or location, the oblique occurs before the verb. In
this case, the noun is not in accusative. When the noun is an indirect object it
is accusative.
palzjeve kers mı́wla
riv
il mrı́ka ram
school
from walk-perf.sg 1sg.nom and river alongside
I walked home from school along the river
čelva ris mejala
riv
tı́sezedja
table to put-perf.sg 1sg.nom book-acc.pl
I put books on the table
arwı́sla
riv
tı́sezž
mašezka ergwiedja
ris
sell-perf.sg 1sg.nom book-acc ten
gold_pieces-acc.pl to
I sold a book for 10 dollars

9

Adjectives

Adjectives are not inflected to agree with nouns in number or case and generally
precede the word the adjective modifies. Any determiner associated with the
noun stays attached to the noun. Adjectives placed before verbs act as adverbs.
Native adjectives always end in a vowel as a holdover from an older form of
Marjelim’s noun class distinction, but these endings no longer hold any meaning
in modern Marjelim. Adjectives like lı́sel ‘unseen’ and lı́čel ‘missing’ which are
derived from the root form of lı́sira ‘to see’ and lı́čira ‘to reside’ are exceptions
to this. The practice of negating roots to form adjectives was an innovation
to Marjelim sometime between the loss of noun class distinction and modern
Marjelim.

9.1

Superlatives

The prefix ma- can be added to an adjective to form a superlative form. This
morpheme is fairly productive and can also be applied to nouns to mean ‘first
[x]’. There is a semantic difference between phrases where ma- is applied to the
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adjective and where it is applied to the noun.
mazwedi
vı́zmrae
first-happy
def-person
the happiest person
zwedi
vı́zmamrae
happy
def-first-person
the first happy person
? mazwedi
vı́zmamrae
first-happy
def-first-person
the first happiest person
The superlative ma- can also be used as to make an adjective into a superlative adverb.
majagelaj
mı́wla
čwe
first-fast walk-perf.sg 2sg.nom
You walked the fastest
But when used with the copulas mrira or mejira ‘to be’, the superlative
must be contained in a noun phrase.
mrı́jem
mavelı́še
vı́zmrae
rivž
be-imperf.sg first-tall def-person 1sg-acc
I’m the tallest person
There is a related prefix pa- that denotes an excess of a given adjective.
pajagelaj
mı́wla
čwe
first-fast walk-perf.sg 2sg.nom
You walked too fast

9.2

Comparisons

Superlatives using ma- can be used in comparative phrases. There is also a
prefix plı́- roughly meaning ‘more’ to be used in comparison. Comparisons do
not always imply objective truth but often imply a subjective judgement on the
part of the speaker.
The general construction for these comparative phrases is plı́-ADJ VERB X
a Y, where the adjective acts as an adverb, a is a comparative particle and X
is the superlative noun. It’s acceptable to drop the comparison in imperative
phrases.
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plı́velı́še mrı́jem
more-tall be-imperf.sg
I’m taller than you

riv
1sg.nom

plı́tabi
mrı́jem
more-preferred be-imperf.sg
Soup is better than fruit

a
čwe
compr 2sg.nom

lesthlı́sle a
soup-gen
compr

šemjasle
fruit-gen

plı́jagelaj efemı́wem
čwe
more-fast impert-walk-imperf.sg 2sg.nom
You should walk faster

10

Adverbs

Using an adjective as an adverb depends on placement in the sentence more
than lexical form. When preceding a noun an adjective acts as a descriptor for
that noun, and when preceding a verb it acts as a descriptor for that verb.
gı́le efemı́wem
čwe
da
vejafem
refmrae
quiet impert-walk-imperf.sg 2g.nom that think-perf.sg count-human.nom
Everyone thinks you should walk quietly
palzjevevel zesače mı́wla
saj
school-elat slow
walk-perf.sg 3sg.nom
They walked slowly out of a school

11

Conjunctions

Constituents can be linked using the conjunction il ‘and’. This is also used with
some obliques.
me
lı́peiga rı́fadalja il aršei mraejai
exst few
room-pl and more people-pl
There is less space and more people
marjelda kers il airam ris
vejapı́lasa
saja
marielda from and hieron toward march-perf.pl 3pl.nom
They marched out of Marielda and into Hieron
mı́wla
riv
il wı́šale ram
walk-perf.sg 1sg.nom and friend alongside
I walk with a friend
The conjunction kle works in a similar way, meaning ‘or’. Kle can also be
used to link constituents or obliques.
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kabem
čwe
arwı́sidž
kle gepı́šemidž?
become-imperf.sg 2sg.nom trade-pers-acc or protect-pers-acc
Will you become a trader or a soldier?
The conjunction jeba ‘because’ is fairly productive, and can be used to link
phrases, establish cause and effect, and create conditional statements.
čarmwejem
rivž
jeba
čarlı́sem
riv
čwež
hyp-become_ill-imperf.sg 1sg-acc because hyp-see-imperf.sg 1sg.nom 2sg-acc
If I see you I will be sick
pela
čwe
jeba
šasel?
go-perf.sg 2sg.nom because why?
Why did you go?
To link two contrasting ideas speakers use avri ‘but’.
palzjeve ris
pela
riv
avri lı́sla
sel sajz
school
towards go-perf.sg 1sg.nom but see-perf.sg neg 2sg-acc
I went to the school but I didn’t see them

11.1

Coordination

To resolve scope ambiguity with conjunctions the particles e....ri surround a
phrase that should be treated as single unit. This is only used with conjunctions
between noun phrases.
zwedi e
mraeja
il šeseja ri
happy prt human-pl and elf-pl prt
Happy humans and elves
zwedi mraeja
il šeseja
happy human-pl and elf-pl
Happy humans, and elves
When linking two verb phrases that have the same subject speakers use je,
if the subject is different, use ja. When using je and dropping the subject, it is
a stylistic choice whether or not to keep the subject in the first verb phrase or
the second, depending on emphasis. There is a slight preference for including
the subject in the second phrase during neutral contexts.
terfı́glem
je
pejem
riv
after-eat-imperf.sg conj go-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I’ll go after I eat
terfı́glem
čwe
ja
pejem
riv
after-eat-imperf.sg 2sg.nom conj go-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I’ll go after you eat
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12

Verbs

Like nouns, verb construction is typically built from a root and several affixes.
Verbs agree with the subject in number but not in person or gender. Aspect
is split between imperfective and perfective with some gradient constructions
between the two, detailed in section 12.3. At a basic level, aspect is principally communicated through suffixes and grammatical mood through prefixes
or adverbs.

12.1

Infinitive Forms

Infinitive forms all have a root followed by the suffix -ira with the syllable containing the /i/ sound receiving primary stress. The remaining root is inflected
for tense and can be used alone as a gerund.
afegira, ‘to understand’
mı́zaira, ‘to talk’
thejira, ‘to be able to’

[@.fE.Gi".ôA]
[mI.zA.i".ôA]
[T@.ji".ôA]

Infinitives are used for experiential phrases, for example me velas ved pelamira
riv ‘I have been to Velas’ and some subordinate clauses like efı́la thejem rewkira
čwe ‘You are able to read well’.

12.2

Gerunds

Adding the suffix -ara to the root of a verb can be used as a gerund. Any
satellites to the verb like adverbs or obliques occur where they typically would
in a verb phrase, with location and setting preceding the verb and subjects and
objects following.
afegem
riv
avejaraž
understand-imperf.sg 1sg.nom sew-ger-acc
I understand sewing; I understand how to sew
mejem
emeda
ris mı́wara
kamage
be-imperf.sg factory to walk-ger annoying
Walking to the factory is annoying

12.3

Tense and Aspect

The split perfective-imperfective aspect system in Marjelim can be roughly defined as such: a verb is in the perfective form if the action of the verb is complete and the verb is in imperfective form if the action of the verb is ongoing,
incomplete, or has not yet started. The suffixes -la and -lasa communicate the
perfective aspect (in singular and plural respectively), and the suffixes -em and
-ema communicate the imperfective aspect.
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afegira, ‘to understand’
mı́zaira, ‘to talk’
thejira, ‘to be able to’

afegem riv, ‘I understand’
mı́zaem riv, ‘I talk’
thejem riv, ‘I am able to’

afegira, ‘to understand’
mı́zaira, ‘to talk’
thejira, ‘to be able to’

afegla riv, ‘I understood’
mı́zala riv, ‘I talked’
thejla riv, ‘I was able to’

afegema rivja, ‘We understand’
mı́zaema rivja, ‘We talk’
thejema rivja, ‘We are able to’
afeglasa rivja, ‘We understood’
mı́zalasa rivja, ‘We talked’
thejlasa rivja, ‘We were able to’

This pattern of conjugation is consistent for almost all verbs in Marjelim,
the only verb irregularities are with some roots such as pelamira ‘to go’ which is
conjugated as pela and pejem and infinitives that end in -vira keep the medial
/i/ in the perfective aspect. Therefore vervira ‘to think’ is conjugated as vervı́la
and vervem.
To indicate progressive action the particle ser can be added before the verb.
Rather than pejem riv ‘I go’, saying ser pejem riv is ‘I am (currently) going’
or ser pela riv ‘I was going’. Using the perfective with ser does not necessarily
imply that the action is still ongoing at the time of speech.
A prefix fı́- intensifies the distance in time from the action. By adding this
prefix speakers can indicate that the action was either far in the past or far in
the future, usually with the underlying implication of uncertainty. When used
with a certain tone, fı́- also carries a degree of regret when referring to the past
or uncertainty when referring to the future.
fı́lı́sla
riv
kabimž
far-see-perf.sg 1sg.nom cobbin-acc
I saw the cobbin (long ago, or regrettably)
fı́mı́wem
riv
far-walk-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I will walk (far in the future, maybe)
Similarly, to indicate an action that was in the recent past the prefix tercan be translated as ‘directly after [x]’ or ‘after having [x]ed’. This can be used
with the perfective or the imperfective.
terfı́gla
riv
after-eat-perf.sg 1sg.nom
I have just eaten
terfı́glem
je pejem
riv
after-eat-imperf.sg prt go-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I will go after I eat

12.4

Hypothetical Action

To indicate hypothetical action the prefix čar- can be added to the beginning
of the verb. This can be used with the prefective, imperfective, and the distant
aspect (fı́-).
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čarmwela
rivž
jeba
čarlı́sla
riv
čwež
hyp-become_ill-perf.sg 1sg-acc because hyp-see-perf.sg 1sg.nom 2sg-acc
If I had seen you I would have been sick
čarmwejem
rivž
jeba
čarlı́sem
riv
čwež
hyp-become_ill-imperf.sg 1sg-acc because hyp-see-imperf.sg 1sg.nom 2sg-acc
If I see you I’ll be sick
čarlı́sla
riv
čwež
jeba
čarfı́pela
riv
hyp-see-perf.sg 1sg.nom 2sg-acc because hyp-far-go-perf.sg 1sg.nom
If only I had gone I would have seen you

12.5

Reflexive Action

If a noun is the subject and an object for a particular action, any noun or
pronoun can be used reflexively by adding the suffix -mir. This can also be used
when the subject and object are the same noun.
ser lı́sem
čwemir
now see-imperf.sg 2sg-reflex
You are seeing yourself
lı́sem
vı́zkabı́mir
see-imperf.sg def-cobbin-reflex
The cobbin sees themself
zjabei-afjas ris mrijem
emedamir
south-east
to be-imperf.sg factory-reflex
in the southeast, the factories remain factories

12.6

Imperative

The prefix efe- is a subjunctive prefix that can be used in a phrase to suggest
that the speaker desires someone to carry out an action. In a typical sentence
a speaker would say something like efepejem čwe ‘you should go’, but dropping
the subject suggests the imperative efepejem! ‘go!’. The perfective form of the
subjunctive efepela čwe ‘you should have gone’ is valid, but the imperfective
imperative *efepela! is not used.

12.7

Habitual Action

Using the verb root in the same place as the verb in a sentence expresses habitual
action. Shown here with the verb palšilira ‘to study’.
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zeč šae palšil riv
marjelimž
each day study 1sg.nom marjelim-acc
I study Marjelim every day
vı́rčaj palšil riv
marjelimž
never study 1sg.nom marjelim-acc
I never study Marjelim

12.8

Negation

To negate a verb you can add the particle sel after the verb.
pelasa
sel saja
go-perf-pl neg 3sg-pl.nom
We did not go
pela
sel refsezı́vid
go-perf-sg neg all-student.nom
No students went

12.9

Copula

Marjelim makes a distinction between inherent or otherwise permanent attributes and temporary attributes when using a copula. The copula verbs mejira
‘to be (temporarily)’ and mrira ‘to be (inherently)’ act like other verbs grammatically with regard to conjugation and word order.
mejem
saj
vı́zrjelafidž
be-imperf.sg 2sg.nom def-teacher-acc.sg
They are the teacher
mrijem
saj
velı́še
be-imperf.sg 2sg.nom tall
They are tall

13
13.1

Grammar
Sentence Structure

Marjelim generally follows a Verb-Subject-Object word order system, with exceptions for obliques of location. The subject is unmarked in nominative case
and the object is marked with the accusative suffix -ž. Some intransitive verbs
also allow the subject to be in accusative as a style choice, such as mwejem rivž
‘I will become ill’. (See section 6.2). Despite case marking of the nominative
and accusative, word order is generally fixed. Because verbs are not inflected
for person, speakers never pro-drop, or omit the subject pronoun unless two
phrases linked by je, ja, il, or avri have the same subject.
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13.2

Noun Phrases

A noun phrase may consist of a noun and may be preceded by one or more
adjectives and/or a possessor. Definiteness can be expressed through a prefix
on the noun.
ragejev
ı́rge ragejev
ı́rge vı́zragejev
arivja ragejev
vji ragejev
vji ı́rge ragejev
arivja ı́rge ragejev

13.3

‘spoon’
‘a gold spoon’
‘the gold spoon’
‘our spoon’
‘that spoon’
‘that gold spoon’
‘our gold spoon’

Existential Phrases

Beginning a sentence with me for the imperfective and mel for the perfective
expresses existence. The negation particle sel has been lexicalized with these
verbs therefore speakers express lack of existence with mesel and melsel. This
can also be used with certain expressions of time.
vjı́da
me
mraeja
ki
mrsi
this-loc exst human-pl from some
Some people are here
vjı́da
mel
mraeja
ki
mrsi
this-loc exst-perf human-pl from some
Some people were here
čelvada
mesel
tı́sez
table-loc exst-neg book
There is not a book on the table
me
mašezkalad zelı́gaja kers
exst ten-five
year-pl from
Fifteen years ago

13.4

Experiential Phrases

Experiential phrases also use the verbs me and mel followed by the infinitive
form of the verb. Phrases of location that would typically be before the verb do
occur before the infinitive verb, but not the existential verb.
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me
fı́glira riv
lesthliž
exst eat-inf 1sg.nom soup-acc
I’ve eaten soup
mesel
velas ved pelamira riv
exst-neg velas in go-inf
1sg.nom
I have not been to Velas

13.5

Questions

Questions and statements have the same grammatical form, in text question are
followed by a question mark and in speech speakers raise their intonation at the
end of a sentence. Interrogative pronouns occupy the same grammatical space
in a question that they would be substituted for in a declarative sentence.
lı́sla
čwe
šikž?
see-perf.sg 2sg.nom who-acc
Who did you see?
lı́sla
šik čwež?
see-perf.sg who 2sg-acc
Who saw you?
When asking questions about location speakers use čal when they expect
the answer to be a general location and use šivda when expecting a specific
location.
čal
fı́gla
čwe?
where eat-perf.sg 2sg.nom
Where did you eat?
šivda
fı́gla
čwe?
what-loc eat-perf.sg 2sg.nom
Where did you eat?
When asking a question about motivation speakers use the conjunction jeba
pela
čwe
jeba
šasel?
go-perf.sg 2sg.nom because why
Why did you go?
When expecting an answer with a demonstrative adjective speakers use the
pronoun šja.
lı́sla
čwe
šja
kabimž?
see-perf.sg 2sg.nom which cobbin-acc
Which cobbin did you see?
lı́sla
riv
vji kabimž
see-perf.sg 1sg.nom this cobbin-acc
I saw this cobbin
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13.6

Subordinate Clauses

Subordinate clauses are formed given the following construction ‘independent
clause de dependent clause’. This is used for relaying reported speech and some
relative clauses.
čarpejem
saj
de fjazem
riv
hyp-go-imperf.sg 3sg.nom rel suggest-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I suggest that they go (but I’m unsure if they will)
pejem
saj
de vejafem
riv
go-imperf.sg 3sg.nom rel think-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I think that they will go
vjı́da
mesel
refmrae
de vejafem
riv
this-loc exst-neg count-human rel think-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I don’t think any people are here
mraeja
šik čarkabema
ı́rgeriedja
de vı́pedaema
saja
human-pl who hyp-become-imperf.pl rich-pers-acc.pl rel hope-imperf.pl 3sg.pl
People who hope to become rich
Some verbs can be followed by another infinitive verb to create a subordinate
clause. This is almost entirely limited to the verbs kamira ‘to become’ and
thejira ‘to be able to’.
thejem
rewkira čwe
able-perf.sg read-inf 2sg.nom
You are able to read
zagela
vesı́gemir
je kamla
pethı́mira mel gjavaledja
align-perf.sg def-city-reflex prt become-perf.sg split-inf six district-acc.pl
The city realigned itself, becoming split into six parishes

13.7

Modality

Modality is primarily communicated though adverbs when there is an appropriate adverb to convey how the speaker feels about their statement.
thejvil rewkla
saj
vestı́sež
definite read-perf.sg 3sg.nom def-book-acc
They definitely read the book
tı́lfaa
rewkla
saj
vestı́sež
probable read-perf.sg 3sg.nom def-book-acc
They probably read the book
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When not sure if the statement is true and trying to be polite, speakers will
use the prefix fı́-. By creating temporal distance between the speaker and the
action it’s seen as more acceptable to be unsure.
fı́rewkla
saj
vestı́sež
far-read-perf.sg 3sg.nom def-book-acc
I’m unsure if they read the book (it was a long time ago)
When the speaker wants to explicitly assert how they feel about the statement they would likely use a subordinate clause.
rewkla
saj
vestı́sež
de vejafem
riv
read-perf.sg 3sg.nom def-book-acc rel believe-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I believe that they read the book
pejem
čwe
de ševı́tem
riv
go-imperf.sg 2sg.nom rel require-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
pejem
čwe
de mačebem
riv
go-imperf.sg 2sg.nom rel allow-imperf.sg 1sg.nom
I allow you to go
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Interjections and Discourse Markers

While this list is not comprehensive, there are several discourse markers that
convey the speakers feeling about a phrase without explicitly changing the meaning. In general, these occur at the beginning of a phrase. Because these are
colloquial in nature definitions are inexact.
zja
jeg
thi
eta
se
ča
čejad
fačel
ı́mae
sa
ej

‘this time; except’
affirmation; ‘yes’
dissent; ‘no’
‘however’
‘well; so’
surprise ‘wow’
uncertainty, ‘maybe’
‘of course; on the other hand’
‘sorry’
agreement
surprise
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